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Abstract. The configuration of heuristics strongly affects the resulting objective
function values for given problem instances. Finding the most suitable algorithm
components is essential for efficient production scheduling. This paper aims to au-
tomatically compare and combine different priority rules, machine allocation, and
stage allocation strategies on hybrid flow shop instances with different sets of real-
world constraints. To test and tune algorithm configurations and parameters for
scheduling problems, an approach with combinatorial logic using the combinatory
logic synthesizer is applied. To automatically test scheduling instances, the trace
formats in the literature are first reviewed. A trace format is proposed to harmonize
the data sets for a large number of beta constraints. In the second step, 32 construc-
tive heuristic configurations are automatically constructed using componentization
and recombination with four priority rules, four machine assignment strategies, and
two-stage assignment strategies in a general framework of a constructive heuristic.
Finally, three sets of test instances with different numbers of jobs by Wittrock [1],
Naderi et al. [2], and Ruiz et al. [3] are used to evaluate the resulting constructive
heuristics.
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1 Introduction

To meet the diverse planning requirements of different industrial environments and
to provide assistance systems for planners, most algorithms for scheduling software are
currently built as custom solutions. The selection and composition of heuristics strongly
affect the scheduling results and key performance indicators in the use cases of scheduling.
To optimize production processes and scheduling efficiency, we need to provide flexible
software tools for job scheduling.

The objective of this paper is to develop a framework that combines and compares dif-
ferent priority rules, machine allocation, and stage allocation strategies on hybrid flow shop
instances. Therefore, the paper first proposes a unified way of representing instances for
hybrid flow shop problems with different beta constraints. Second, constructive heuristics
are compared for hybrid flow shops with unrelated machines and the makespan objective.
Jobs are allowed to skip stages. The heuristics are generated from each combination of
a much smaller collection of rules and strategies using algorithm synthesis. The synthesis



framework for algorithm compositions can be easily extended by adding new strategies that
are automatically used in the existing framework. The developed algorithm components
are compared by using five data sets. Evaluations show which combination of algorithms
performs best on the data sets. First, a literature review of existing datasets for (hybrid)
flow shops is conducted. The trace formats used in these data sets are examined and used
to create a new and flexible trace format for scheduling. Then, three instances from Wit-
trock [1], Ruiz et al. [3], and Naderi et al. [2] are converted into the new trace format and
are automatically tested using componentization of algorithm components and program
synthesis.

2 Literature review

The following table 1 gives an overview of the data sets containing (hybrid) flow shop
problems found in the literature. The Graham notation column largely follows the prob-
lem notation introduced by Graham et al. [4] with extensions made by Ruiz et al. [3] and
Pinedo [5]. Data selected for the evaluation is marked in bold face. The machines here are
either all the same (PM) or have different job-specific processing times (RM). Among the
beta constraints, jobs are allowed to skip stages (skip). Further beta constraints included
in the data remain unused. This overview clearly shows an increase in the complexity of

Table 1: Data sets found in the literature
Year Author(s) Graham notation # Instances
1960 Heller [6] F10 | | Cmax 2
1978 Carlier [7] Fm | | Cmax 8
1988 Wittrock [1] FHm, ((PM (k))mk=1) | block, lag | Cmax 6
1993 Taillard [8] Fm | prmu | Cmax 120
1995 Reeves [9] Fm | prmu | Cmax 126
1998 Demirkol et al. [10] Fm | | Cmax; Fm | | Lmax 40
2001 Néron et al. [11] FHm, ((PM (k))mk=1) || Cmax 271
2008 Ruiz et al. [3] FHm, ((RM (k))mk=1) | skip, rm, lag, Sjk, Mj , prec | Cmax 12288
2010 Urlings [12] FHm, ((RM (k))mk=1) | | Tmax, Cmax 720
2010 Naderi et al. [2] FHm, ((PM (k))mk=1) | skip, Sjk | Cmax 960
2015 Vallada et al. [13] Fm | prmu | Cmax 480
2017 Pan et al. [14] FHm, ((PM (k))mk=1) | ddw | Tmax, Emax 3060
2020 Lang et al. [15] FH2, (P41, P52) | fmls, prmu | Tmax, Cmax 4
2022 Missaoui et al. [16] FHm, ((PM (k))mk=1) | Sjk, ddw | Tmax, Emax 9180
2022 Laroque et al. [17] FHm, ((RM (k))mk=1) | Mj , batch, prec, skip, fmls | Cmax 20

the problems, with hybrid flow shops becoming increasingly important, and an increase in
the number of beta constraints used. Therefore, the reusability of algorithms and data sets
for hybrid flow shops with different constraints would be of great benefit for the compara-
bility of results on newly developed heuristics. CLS is a program synthesis framework that
enumerates all possible combinations with the guarantee of completeness. All results of the
inhabitation are valid compositions. It has been used in the past for several applications,
such as the automated generation of construction plans [18] and algorithm decomposition
[19].



3 Trace format

The trace format defines how an instance is stored, such as the file format, the layout
of the file, and the rules used to extend this layout in case of new beta constraints that
need to be added. Two main types of trace formats for hybrid flow shop problem data sets
are found in the literature. In addition, there are unique trace formats used, for example,
by Wittrock [1] or Naderi et al. [2].

The first group of trace formats combines a large job table, which contains all the
job-dependent information, with smaller auxiliary tables that provide additional details
that are not job-dependent. This trace format is used, for example, by Lang et al. [15] or
Laroque et al. [17]. The main problem with this type is the job dependency. If we consider
beta constraints that depend on two or more jobs, such as sequence-dependent setup times,
the job table becomes exponentially large with the number of jobs because each job needs
a value for at least every other job.

The second format was already used by Taillard [8] but is still applied by Ruiz et al.
[3], Urlings [12], and Missaoui et al. [16]. This type uses separate tables for each type of
data, for example, the processing times of jobs on machines are represented in one table,
while the values for each beta constraint are stored in separate tables, sometimes even more
than one per constraint. The main drawback here, especially on quadratic tables, is the
inconsistent usage of rows and columns where the order of reading is undefined. However,
the weakness of the latter type can be fixed by introducing the following rules to define
the new trace format.

– An instance is a text file where the first line is the number of jobs and the second line
is the number of machines in each stage separated by a space.

– The data is given starting with the third line. Each data group starts with a line
containing the full data type name, written in ’SHOUTING_SNAKE_CASE’, followed
by a data line or table.

– Scalar- and one-dimensional data can be written on one line. Data indexing on two
dimensions, like jobs and machines for processing times, require tables. In this case,
the rows correspond to the first index and the columns correspond to the second index.
Three-dimensional data is split at the first index into two-dimensional tables.

– Machine numbers are continuously counted across stages, truncating indexation on the
stage-machine-pair into one dimension. Instead of 2 stages with 2 machines each, the
table would only consider 4 machines, resulting in a dimension reduction and the ability
to display normally four-dimensional data.

Fig. 1: Example data in the trace format, including additional explanation in gray.

5 Five jobs.
3 3 Two stages with 3 machines each.
PROCESSING_TIMES Processing times indexed by
74 35 45 0 82 machine (rows 1-6)
25 22 93 0 54 and job (column 1-5).
47 89 36 0 95 Processing time zero
19 75 0 55 0 reflects stage skipping.
66 93 0 87 0
78 11 0 32 0
SKIP
0 0 0 1 0 Skip constraint indexed by
0 0 1 0 1 stage (rows 1-2) and job (column 1-5).



An example trace of a two-stage hybrid flow shop with five jobs and three machines on
both stages from the data set by Ruiz et al. [3] including processing times and skip data
converted into the new format is given in Figure 1. Additional explanation is given in gray,
which is not part of the trace.

4 Synthesis of scheduling algorithms

The test conducted in this paper uses four different priority rules to determine the
initial order of the jobs to be assigned in the first stage:

– Shortest/Longest processing time first (SPT/LPT): Sort jobs in ascending/descending
order of average processing time on the first stage.

– Johnson’s rule (JNS): Schedules jobs according to their minimum processing times
across all stages. If the lowest average processing time across all machines on a stage
is found in the first stage, the job is placed at the beginning of the priority queue,
otherwise at the end.

– Random (RND_O): Assign jobs in random order.

Four machine assignment strategies are tested to distribute the jobs among the machines:

– FirstFit (FF): Assign the job to the first machine with a possible start time earlier
than on machine 0.

– Earliest starting time (EST_M): Assign the job to the machine that is available first.
– Earliest completion time (ECT_M): Assign the job to the machine that can finish first.
– Random (RND_M). Assign the job to a random machine.

To assign jobs to machines in the following stages, two assignment strategies are tested:

– Earliest starting time (EST_S): Assign the job that can start on a machine first.
– Earliest completion time (ECT_S): Assign the job that can finish on a machine first.

ECT_S aims at dealing with unrelated machines and sequence-dependent set-up times
and reducing the completion time, while EST_S minimizes the machine idle times. The
algorithm components are combined using program synthesis by applying the Combinatory
Logic Synthesizer (CLS) [20]. CLS is a type-based framework for software synthesis from
components declared in a repository. Each component is assigned a unique semantic type
as well as an abstract supertype such as "Machine allocation strategy". CLS automatically
selects fitting components of such type by answering the inhabitation question Γ ⊢ e : τ :
Does there exist a composition e of the algorithm components in the repository Γ that
constructs a scheduling heuristic τ? CLS automatically composes the algorithms to run on
the given instances. Figure 2 displays the three needed algorithm components (supertypes)
and the sets of available components, of which one has to be selected for each of the 32
possible combinations.

Fig. 2: Possible algorithm components in the repository.

heuristic

Priority rule:

Machine allocation strategy:

Stage allocation strategy:

{ SPT, LPT, JNS, RND_O }

{ FF, EST_M,ECT_M, RND_M }

{ EST_S, ECT_S }



5 Computational evaluation

Using CLS as well as the data by Ruiz et al. [3], Naderi et al. [2] and Wittrock [1]
the 32 possible combinations of the described algorithm components are evaluated. On the
data sets by Ruiz et al. [3] and Naderi et al. [2], those with four and eight stages and two
machines per stage were chosen to match the data set by Wittrock [1] with three stages
and three machines per stage best. All data sets are evaluated individually since the data
characteristics, for example, processing times, vary between the sets. First, the second-
stage allocation strategies are compared. It can be shown by paired confidence intervals
that ECT_S dominates EST_S with a confidence level of 95% comparing their ranks for
the data set by Ruiz et al. [3] while EST_S dominates ECT_S for the other sets. Among
the machine allocation strategies, FirstFit dominates the other strategies and RND_M
performs worst on all data sets except for Wittrock’s. Here, FirstFit outperforms EST_M
and the difference between RND_M and ECT_M was not significant. Among the priority
rules, LPT performs worst on all tested instances. Johnson’s algorithm dominates LPT,
SPT, and RND_O on the data by Ruiz et al. [3] while on the data by Naderi et al. [2]
significant dominance could only be proven against LPT and RND_O. The results show
that the best combination of algorithm components heavily depends on the data, which
strengthens the importance of automatic composition and evaluation of different solution
methods. The used data sets and computational results are available at [21].

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, an overview of benchmark data for hybrid flow shop problems has been
given. For reusability and comparability of results in heuristics development, a unified
trace format has been proposed. Data of up to four dimensions can be displayed. Current
limitations could be extended in the future to also use the trace format for job shop and
open shop problems. A variety of solution strategies including priority rules, machine, and
stage allocation strategies have been applied to synthesize 32 different constructive heuris-
tics for solving three traces from the literature using the Combinatory Logic Synthesizer.
The synthesis of scheduling algorithms proved to be a useful tool for testing combinations
of different scheduling algorithm components with easy extendability which simplifies the
evaluation process also for further research. In the future, more algorithmic components
and also metaheuristics can be integrated into the framework.
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